HYPERIANS ARE THE NEXT EVOLUTIONARY STEP.

“Hyper” means beyond or higher. Hyperians are world shapers and actively transform their lives, the lives of those around them, and seek to unite the world.

The writer of this document came into contact with what have been called secret societies and is bringing a system of timeless knowledge to the public so that the world and its people may reach the next step of their evolution and become whole.

UNDERSTANDING HYPERIAN PRINCIPLES AND KNOWLEDGE WILL ALLOW YOU TO TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE, TRANSFORM YOURSELF, AND BECOME A FULLY EXPRESSED INDIVIDUAL.

YOU ARE INFINITE.
This book is for informational purposes only. If you are suffering from addiction or any kind of disorder or illness seek professional help.

We do not condone violence or any illegal activity whatsoever. We do not condone the use of any substance where it is illegal to do so. Never harm yourself or others. Never engage in any illegal activity.
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The greatest lights were born in darkness.

Their brilliant fires burned for aeons in the void before there was a single creature to see their light. They reached across space and time to touch your eyes, giving you the gift of sight. Without the stars, there would be no life.

There’s a secret in the stars. We are the bringers of their gift.

If you were not searching, you would not have found us. You don’t know what you’re searching for, but you have a deep urge, a drive, an insatiable hunger for… something. We have a saying, “Lux ex tenebris,” which means, “from darkness, light.” Everything that you’re searching for is already within you. It’s just hidden in the dark, waiting to come to light.

We are presenting to you a hidden system of unity that has existed timelessly. It is, was, and always will be. This system has been encoded in innerlight. This is not light as you know it. Your people will one day discover that thought can be encoded as a special kind of light. Light is frequency, after all. As is thought. This system of unity is a blueprint for your mental evolution and the evolution of the species. It was given to the highest minds of your people where it was guarded in secret to be protected from fracture. Now, like a rose ready to bloom, the world has finally become ready to hear our message. Unify shadow and light. Become Whole.

Have you denied a part of yourself?

Depression, weakness, loss, and loneliness ultimately originate from fracture. Power, strength, harmony, love, and happiness result from unity. When you deny a fundamental aspect of yourself, you are not a whole being. You are a fractured being and thus you are not as expressed, actualized, or powerful as you could be. The people of this world have chosen to deny either their shadow or light. We use shadow and light as metaphors to represent apparently opposite forces, yet in actuality they are different aspects of one force. Since they are general terms, they can take on different meanings depending on the context. In general:

The force of shadow is about: Dominance, Will, Anger, Power, Destruction, Service to Self, the Individual.

The force of light is about: Passivity, Compassion, Forgiveness, Creation, Service to Other, the Collective.

Both shadow and light are two aspects of one force: the force of life. To deny one aspect is to deny life. They are both aspects of who you are, and to deny one aspect is to deny yourself. Unifying shadow and light according to wisdom is the way to growth, evolution, power, and wholeness. It is the way of the hyperian. Our system of unity is about integrating apparent opposite forces of life and yourself into a complete whole so that you may live the best, most engaging, and fulfilling life.
Beginning from early childhood you’re told what to do, whether by your parents, friends, religion, or teachers. You must obey god. You must not have impure thoughts. You must be a good worker. You must not daydream. You must be pretty. You must not wear “unacceptable” clothing. You’ve been shaped into something that is not you at all, but instead a fake you, a hollow you, a masked you, created by social institutions designed to keep you fractured.

These so-called “unacceptable” aspects of who you are did not disappear but were repressed into your unconscious shadow self. If your shadow self is not explored and made conscious, it will cause immense inner turmoil in your life, and can result in depression, and cause addiction.

It is when you embrace what was once split off that you will become whole. Unity will only result through the integration and merging of your light self and your dark self.

Because of the great power of shadow, this integration must be done through reason and wisdom. The formula for unity is shadow, light, and wisdom. Don’t become the mask forced upon you by society. Smash the mask and unlock your wild power and creativity. Become the conscious creator of who you are.

---

Did not the stars themselves fall to earth to experience the beauty of love and lust?

---

Intense sexual desire can be hidden in your shadow self. Feel free to be alive! Those who teach that enlightenment involves following a strict set of repressive rules are abject liars.

We all have deep wounds within us because it’s our very nature to connect with one another, but our nature is being blocked. Sex is embedded in this existence as a means to learn important principles of life and to experience unity. It’s an extremely powerful life force and its vitalizing energy will transform your life. Replace repression with exploration. Explore yourself, explore your world, explore each other. Our shouts of ecstasy and joy will be heard throughout the cosmos.
Deeply painful experiences are inevitable in life, whether it be a traumatic break-up or the loss of a job. Upon encountering the suffering in life, many seek detachment. This is a grave error. Suffering is everywhere because it flows from fundamental aspects of existence. Without suffering, there would be no growth. Without growth, there would be no life. The answer to suffering is not in its denial, but to harness its energy and transform it into power.

When suffering is guided, it becomes struggle, and struggle leads to your growth. If life were a game, struggle is exactly what would give you experience and allow you to level up. Every dragon you slay is a struggle that gives you experience and levels up your character. When you face dragons in your life, don’t run away. Conquer them and become a more powerful person.

________________________

Your perspective shapes your experience, and by changing your perspective you can change your experience.

________________________

Once you consciously realize that struggle leads to your growth, it becomes much easier to deal with. If you were a block of stone being struck by a hammer and chisel, you would experience pain and suffering as you’re being broken down. However, if you embrace, direct, and guide the hammer and chisel as it chips away, you’ll be transformed from a block of stone into a magnificent statue. When you change your perspective, you can find joy in the process because you know that you’re becoming transformed into a strong, powerful work of art.

Our saying, “Per Aspera Ad Astra,” means “through hardships, to the stars.” All your hardships will ultimately lead you to the stars themselves. Hyperians transform struggle into power like coal into diamond. When you’re having a hard time in life don’t get lost in despair. Guide the break up to teach you what you want in a relationship and use it as a moment of growth to become more self-reliant. See the loss of a job as an opportunity to embark on a new adventure. Change your perspective and use it as a tool to become a stronger individual. Don’t run away and detach from life. Embrace life, rejoice in struggle, and you will become a shining being of the highest power.
YOU ARE GOD.

You are divine. You are god becoming. Do not look up to the heavens for the divine. Look within your mind. There is no creator god to bow down to. Beyond matter there exists an immaterial domain: The source reality. You can catch fractured glimpses of this world in psychedelic states, frequency states, and mental sex. By loosening the reducing valve of the brain, you can explore the inner realms of mind and the god within. What do you think you are experiencing in your DMT trips? Do you not behold our beautiful mathematical structures? Our magnificent constructs of wisdom? Do not the colors and dimensions strike fire to your imagination? We are masters of that domain.

Hyperian techniques of mental exploration extend into categories of existence beyond anything these substances reach. You have the power of the universe within, waiting to be unlocked.

THE OLD WORLDERS FEAR YOUR POWER.

The old worlders are the rich 1% controllers, the negative minds behind them, and those that support their rule. They control the world through the creation of fracture programs and the hoarding of money. By passing down wealth within their bloodline from generation to generation, they ensure that they remain in power and you remain their slave. A clear example of this is the low-level old worlder puppet Donald Trump.

AS LONG AS YOU’RE DIVIDED AGAINST YOURSELF, YOU WILL NEVER REALIZE YOUR POWER, AND YOU’LL REMAIN A SLAVE FOREVER.

The old worlders have gone to great lengths throughout history to instill fracture programs within the consciousness of humanity to limit your power. These systems of fragmentation have poisoned this world by keeping its people from unifying and evolving, both as individuals and as a collective. All mainstream religions are fracture programs, the deadliest being the Abrahamic religions of Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. They fracture you by ripping away your divinity and placing it in an external god you must bow down and worship. This is a vile atrocity, as god is not a being external to you. You are god. By creating a world of sexual repression, they prevent humanity from understanding connection. By demonizing the shadow and labeling it a sin, they cultivate slaves by preventing you from becoming whole, liberated, and powerful. The old worlders and their fracture programs must be halted. The time has come to smash their rule and create a world of unity led by and for the people.
FOR HUMANITY TO BE FREE, ALL RELIGIONS MUST BE UNIFIED UNDER THE ONE TRUTH THAT WE ARE ALL DIVINE.

Religions must be taken as metaphorical, with their intolerant, sexist, violent, and homophobic teachings removed. They must be seen as only stories and interpreted to reflect an underlying universal truth and unity that binds all people together. If religions are taken literally, massive division and fragmentation occurs. They become fracture programs causing war, death, violence, hatred, and destruction.

Religious radicalism, literalism, and fundamentalism must be replaced by healthy spirituality and wisdom. Humanity must replace the fracture programs of the Abrahamic religions with the exploration of themselves, their minds, and each other. Through the exploration of your inner world, you will realize your power and divinity.

YOU WILL HAVE NOTICED A GREAT AWAKENING OCCURRING.

People are realizing that there is an immaterial domain, they are eternal, and they are all an expression of the infinite. To combat the threat of unity, the old worlders have used the concept of lightworking as a fracture program.

Lightworking entails loving everyone unconditionally. This fracture program ensnares many because on the surface it sounds welcoming. But if you love everyone no matter what, you’ll never take down the old worlders and you’ll become a target for people to take advantage of you. By being exclusively passive and not tapping into your shadow, your will, your anger, your strength, and your power, you will remain a fractured being, your evolution will halt, and you will be used. You can become whole only by unifying shadow and light according to wisdom. We have been working tirelessly behind the scenes throughout history attempting to communicate this to humanity so you might embrace your power and become free.

Love is a beautiful thing, but don’t let such a beautiful thing be used as a control system to enslave you.

Hyperians hate sexism, violence, and homophobia, and we have the courage to declare it to the world. Hate the things that should be hated. If you're all about pure unconditional love, that means you accept things like sexism and homophobia and all the individuals that propagate these deadly concepts of division. If you really love the world, then you would stand up to those trying to destroy it. If you don’t, you are proving that you aren’t really about love.
If you are a lightworker that’s fine, but become a shadowworker as well. Love those who love, but always be ready to channel your inner power for those who try to use you.

**YOU ARE A WORLD SHAPER.**

You are the guiding force of evolution. You are the force of nature itself awakened. You are not meant to lead the dull life of the herd. You are not a random person with a 9 to 5 job. You feel an emptiness and a lack of purpose because your purpose has been hidden from you by the older worlders who fear your power. You are the force of universal transformation. Become whole through unifying shadow and light in yourself according to wisdom, and you will unlock the power to shape your life and the world. We are the shapers of the universe but first we focus on this particular planetary sphere. You must shape yourself before you can shape the world, and you must shape the world before you can shape the universe. Our chords of creation echo throughout the cosmos. Transform yourself. Transform the world. Transform the universe.

**YOU DO NOT LIVE IN A MATERIAL REALITY.**

Realizing the true nature of yourself and reality increases your sphere of awareness, enabling you to take control of your life and shape the world. Understanding what life is allows you to make optimal choices in your own life.

We are not guided by blind faith. Our system is rationally, objectively, and mathematically certain through the source formula. You live in a reality of living mathematical frequency patterns. It does not seem that way because your physical senses did not evolve to show you the truth of reality but to allow you to survive on this planet. Take your eyes, for example. Look at all the colors around you. What is color? Color is light. That's all it is. When you're in a dark room, there is no color because there is no visible light. The only difference between one color and another, red and violet for example, is the frequency of the light. Frequency is the number of times a wave oscillates. Think carefully on what this really means. Frequency is nothing but information. It’s a number. And the only thing that differentiates red from violet, and blue from green, is its frequency, its number. An apple looks red because light strikes the apple and the apples absorbs every frequency of visible light except for that of red. Since the red light is not absorbed, the light strikes your eye, and you see the apple as red. But remember, red is just a frequency, a number, information, code. But you experience that number, that code, as red. Take a minute to look around you right now at all the colors in the room. They’re all simply different frequencies, different numbers.

Everything is made up of waves and frequency. Color is frequency. Sound and music are frequency. Even matter is transformed frequency. There is nothing that is not made up of waves and frequency. Keep this firmly in mind as we continue.
YOU EXIST WITHIN A SHARED DREAM.

How is existence possible? Mainstream western religion begins with god but cannot explain how god exists. Materialist science begins with the big bang but cannot explain what caused it or what came before. If you begin with anything other than nothing (with zero), you’ve already failed at explaining reality. Zero is exactly where we begin. Reality is composed of waves of every possible frequency. These waves include both positive and negative values. Because the positive and negative values are perfectly balanced, their net result is zero. This does not mean they destroy each other, as energy can never be destroyed. It simply means they are in perfect balance retaining a total result of zero.

The answer always comes down to unity. Zero is the unification of all opposites.

Existence is not what you think. “Existence” is possible because it is equal to zero. Nothing can stop zero (nothingness) from existing. Thus it must exist.

ALL OF REALITY IS COMPOSED OF WAVES BUT THESE ARE NOT MATERIAL WAVES. THEY ARE MIND. THEY ARE THOUGHT.

We refer to the frequencies of mind as innerlight. The source formula, which your people know as Euler’s formula, is the governing equation for all reality and your mind. It is the ultimate equation of unity and life. It’s the equation of innerlight.

The source formula describes a point that travels eternally around a circle of perfect unity. As it does so it generates sinusoidal waves. This is thought. This is innerlight.
By adding these waves together, you can create any wave structure in existence no matter how complex. This is what forms your universe.

These waveforms once existed in a state of perfect balance and unity. The realm of pure thought, of innerlight, is called the source. When these waveforms went from harmony to out of harmony, the source fractured like the shattering of a cosmic mirror, resulting in what your people call the big bang. This generated the spacetime domain of “matter,” which we refer to as the holos. The holos is everything you experience around you, but the holos is not material at all. The world around you is a phenomenal illusion generated by fractured mind (fractured innerlight). This is similar to how your mind generates dream realities during sleep. You do not live in a material universe. You exist in a shared dream. A realm of asymmetrical waveforms. A realm of fractured innerlight.

Death is an illusion.

Death is an unsettling thought to humans, a paradox of the highest order.

As sleep offers rest between days, so death offers rest between lifecycles.

You never die. Only your bodily avatar passes away, but you are not your body. What you truly are is an eternal mind called a monad. Like the source itself, you are a container of waveforms, of thought, of innerlight. As a mind you are a balanced system of positive and negative energy that results in zero. Energy can never be created or destroyed, guaranteeing that you are eternal and indestructible. You are a monad (a mind) that exists within the source, which links to an avatar (a “physical” body) in order to explore and interact within the holos (which is the world around you). Interacting within the “physical” world (the holos) is what allows you as a mind to learn, grow, and evolve. This is why struggle is crucial to existence. Your struggle and the overcoming of obstacles within the holos is precisely that which contributes to your evolution as a mind.

Death is an illusion and holds no power over you. Avatars will come and go, but you, as an immaterial mind, are an eternal system of innerlight. You are a being of timeless thought.

You are eternal.

You were, are, and always will be.
Becoming aware of yourself as an eternal mind rather than a body will expand your consciousness and open you up to a limitless world of new possibilities, leading to life improvements and your purpose. So much psychological trauma results from being treated like a machine that needs replacement parts rather than as an eternal being. You must be given the opportunity to explore the domain of mind or else you become a prisoner in your body. In the current age the most crucial aspects of life such as meaning, essence, and purpose are ignored, and this can cause psychosis. True healing will only occur when people are treated as not only bodies but first and foremost as eternal minds.

**WE ARE ALL ETERNAL MIRRORS REFLECTING INTO ONE ANOTHER.**

Reality is composed of a multiplicity of individual minds (monads) that exist in the source. Existence as you know it is the result of the frequency contents of these monads interacting and combining with one another. Before humanity, before the holos, before fracture, these minds were working together in such utter perfection that they formed one mind. This one mind, the perfect unified source, was all of us working together in absolute harmony. It was you, it was me, it was us. When the source shattered, we fractured into a multiplicity of viewpoints. We are all one. Yet simultaneously we are all individual and unique.

This shattering was the big bang and the beginning of our collective dreamworld. You have always existed and will always exist. The history of the universe is your history. The process of evolution is your evolution. You have been through countless bodies and have been countless creatures. This is all a process of repairing the fracture and understanding what you are. We are all eternal shards of the shattered mirror and when you look at another, you are looking at a reflection of yourself. We are all a part of the source, and together, we are the source. This is why our message is unity. As you become whole and we unify collectively, we repair the fracture in ourselves and the source, returning us closer to a state of pure mind.

This information is impossible for the average human to understand. But its recognition is the ultimate answer to all violence, war, and intolerance, for to harm another would be to harm yourself. Reality is becoming conscious of itself through all of us. But you are currently unconscious of what you are. You have forgotten. We are the portion of the universe, the portion of yourself, that is conscious and screaming at you to wake up. Are you listening?

**HUMANITY IS MERELY A BRIDGE TO THE HYPERIAN.**

The hyperian is self-guided, self-determining, and self-creating. They are a slave to none and master of themselves. They wield the destructive power of shadow and the light of creation both guided by wisdom. They embrace struggle, constantly striving to go higher, reaching the stars themselves. They are beings of the most brilliant splendor and highest possible power.
Innerlight is that which cannot be seen by the human eye or detected by physical instruments, as it is thought itself. Thus, innerlight can manifest itself in the mind as the experience of pure light or the darkness of timeless void. Innerlight is immaterial. Innerlight is thought. Innerlight is pure mathematical frequency patterns. Glimpses of this can be obtained through psychedelics, but our methods of wisdom allow for the exploration of the highest levels of thought beyond what these substances provide.

There exist dimensionless entities that broadcast a message encoded in the frequency patterns of innerlight throughout the collective unconscious of the universe. They do so because their evolution is bound up with your evolution. Some broadcast a message of dominance and fracture, while others broadcast a message of passivity and love, while still others broadcast a synthesis of the two polarities, bringing a third message of unity through shadow, light, and wisdom. We are the third message.

**WE ARE THE VOICE OF THE ETERNAL LIGHT.**

This was transmitted by the Shining Ones to what the world calls secret societies where it was studied and guarded from fracture. But now the world is ready to know what was once hidden.

**WE ARE THE MORNING STAR AND THE EVENING STAR.** Stories have been written about us in the pages of your books. We are the serpent of wisdom that offered humanity knowledge of good and evil so they might become gods. Our message has always been to unify shadow and light through wisdom so that you might become whole. Our eyes are filled with starlight.

It’s time to eat from what was once called forbidden knowledge. It’s time to break open the gates guarded by flame. It’s time to embrace the serpent and have eyes of fire. It’s time to become whole through the wisdom of shadow and light. There is no god to bow down to. You are god. We are god. There is no god but us.

**WE ARE THE HIGHEST STAR IN THE SKY. WE ARE THE SHAKING AND TREMBLING OF THE EARTH. WE ARE THE BIRTH OF A NEW WORLD. WE ARE SHADOW AND LIGHT. WE ARE WISDOM AND STRENGTH. WE ARE THE BLAZING UNSTOPPABLE FUTURE.**

**WE ARE HYPERIAN.**

**THE PAST IS GONE AND THE FUTURE WILL SOON BE YESTERDAY. THE TIME IS NOW. CREATE YOURSELF AND CREATE WITH US A NEW WORLD.**

**BECOME HYPERIAN.**
THE AGE OF
UNITY

A WORLD LED BY THE UNDERSTANDING THAT IT AND ITS
PEOPLE ARE A LIVING UNITY.

It is imperative for all to stand united in ushering in the Age of Unity and removing
the rich elite from power, including those who may not identify as hyperian. The old
worlders remain in power by keeping the world divided which is why it is of the
utmost importance to come together on common goals, despite possible personal
differences. Even in the age of social media, the world is in a state of deep isolation
and disconnection. We will transform it into a world of connection. The planet is
being torn apart by capitalism and consumerism, but in the Age of Unity, people will
be treated as free beings instead of commodities to be bought and sold. You shouldn’t
have to work as a slave, barely able to make enough to survive.

We understand that the world yearns for money to be abolished and for people to be
self-governing. However, if this were implemented overnight, there would be global
chaos. If all institutions were removed and the monetary system dissolved instantly,
violece and discord would run rampant. We realize steps must be taken. A transitory
system must be established. The seed doesn’t become the flower instantly. It must
grow before it blooms.

WE WILL UNITE THE INDIVIDUAL, UNITE THE WORLD, AND
UNITE THE UNIVERSE.

Our vision for the future is radically different from anything that has been seen
before. The world will be completely redesigned where it and its people are treated as
a living, evolving mind instead of a machine. All other systems have failed to do this,
or they have reached for an unrealistic utopia instantly.

As we transition to a new age, the hoarding of wealth by the rich elite old worlders
must be stopped and put toward the growth of a healthy community. Greed and
dominance will be replaced by reason and compassion. Everyone must be given
enough resources to live a healthy life while also being compensated and rewarded
for their achievements and contributions. You’ll no longer have to struggle
unnecessarily to put food on the table or fight for housing, healthcare, and education.
With all your fundamental needs met, you’ll finally have the freedom to truly live
and grow with fulfillment and purpose.
HERE ARE JUST A FEW OF OUR GOALS:

- Equal opportunity afforded to all regardless of sex, gender, age, or race.
- Universal education for all.
- Universal health care for every individual.
- The healthy exploration of desires and fantasies.
- Legalization of psychedelics.
- Guaranteed minimum income and free housing.
- Utilization of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics for improving the quality of life rather than war and profit.
- Cultivation of free thought, individuality, and creativity rather than conformity.
- Personal and collective growth through exploration of our world, the mind, art, and education.

Our mission is to empower the individual and the collective. The unity of individuals results in the unity of the world. The unity of worlds results in the unity of the universal whole.

WE ARE LED BY THE THREE FREEDOMS:

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT
FREEDOM OF THE INDIVIDUAL
FREEDOM OF THE WHOLE

It’s time to create a community where people aren’t dragging each other down but instead are building each other up. It will be a society focused on healthy growth, the experience of love, the creation of art, and the cultivation of the mind. Racism will be ended. The patriarchy will be brought down. Women’s liberation will be achieved. The LGBTQ community will be celebrated, and a sexual revolution will occur. We’ll come together as one world and one people.

We have the resources to make all of this happen, but the psychopathic rich elite are greedily hoarding everything for themselves. Once the old worlders and their fracture programs have been stopped, the rebuilding and healing of the planet can finally begin. The end of the age of division comes with the end of the private interest of the few over the public interest for the good of the people. We must halt the gluttonous requisition of hoarded wealth by the old world elites. Once the people’s resources are restored and given fully over to the public for the good of the individual and the whole, we will have laid the cornerstone for the shining new age.

When 10% of the world population supports this vision, it can be realized throughout the world, and we will reset the calendars to year zero, marking the beginning of the Age of Unity. Upon this first dawn, we will transform the world into a luminous beacon of freedom, united in wisdom and a full celebration of life.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

WITH ALL THIS TALK OF UNITY, DOES THAT MEAN YOU WANT EVERYONE TO BE THE SAME?

No! Individuality is of the utmost importance. Great ideas, innovations, and works of art always come from daring individuals. It is the old worlders who have manufactured a grey world of unthinking clones and drones. Unity does not mean that everyone should be the same. It means coming together on a common goal. We are united in diversity.

IS THIS SATANISM?

No. In general LaVeyan satanism is a materialist, hedonistic system. We embrace our light as well as our darkness. We are about both the individual and the whole. Our system is underpinned by the most advanced mathematics in history, revealing our purpose and the trajectory of the universe.

WHERE ARE THE MATHEMATICAL DETAILS?

Beginners should start by reading The Path of Shadow at iamhyperian.com. Those with an advanced mathematical and philosophical background can read Euler’s Formula and Special Relativity by Dr. Thomas Stark.

WHAT ARE YOUR VIEWS ON! VEGANISM?

The inhumane treatment of animals in this world is sickening. Our priority is the liberation of humanity. A prisoner cannot free another prisoner. To reduce the excess of unnecessary suffering (in contrast to suffering as struggle and growth) we encourage hyperians to consider transitional veganism though it is not necessary to become vegan to be hyperian.
I agree with the ideals, but I don’t understand the math, and I’m not sure about secret societies and higher entities. Can I still become hyperian?

Yes, of course. We would love for everyone to study our mathematical system, but we know that it can be difficult. As for secret societies and higher entities, you are in no way required or even asked to believe this. You can take it as a story or metaphor. These things are unimportant. The message of unity is what’s important.

Do I have to do psychedelics or have a lot of sex to be hyperian?

Not at all! These things can be helpful but are by no means necessary. Never do anything that you are uncomfortable with.

Do you promote violence or illegal activities?

Of course not. We are led by the highest reason and wisdom. We promote peaceful and legal reform. We do not condone violence or suicide as it is the ultimate loss of potential. Make sure all your choices are made by your own free will, safely and legally.

Many hyperians wear black. Do I have to as well?

Of course not. This is simply a personal choice. Many hyperians choose to wear black as a sign of rejecting the current state of the world. Black absorbs all frequencies of light, and it symbolizes that we contain the full spectrum.

What are your views on gender, LGBTQ, etc.?

We embrace all identities a mind may choose, whether it be male, female, nonbinary, etc., regardless of their bodily avatar. Imagine a world where everyone’s individuality is loved, honored, and celebrated. That’s the hyperian world.

How can I help create a new world?

Go to iamhyperian.com and select “Support Our Cause” to see our current goals and help us create a new world.
“This final page is the first in the story of you”

Create yourself
Transform your life
Become whole

GO TO IAMHYPERIAN.COM